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Trip Information 

Travel Documents: 

Valid passport is required, and updated. Please cheque with your travel agent if you need a visa to enter Uruguay. USA citizens do not 
require an entry visa, as well as several other nationalities, however it is always important to double cheque this. Getting a visa is very 
straightforward and easy in any uruguayan consulate. 

Permits and License: 

All hunting license and gun permits are handled by Alberto Regusci experienced staff. You need to send the information required at least 
four weeks before your departure date. When you arrive at the airport, staff will meet and assist you with all the necessary paperwork. 
This is very straightforward and usually very quick, hence the importance of having provided the exact  information about your guns. 

Gun Caliber and Ammunition: 

The recommend gauges are 12, 16, 20, or 28. Good ammunition is provided in all shooting areas. Your ammunition bill will be due on 
the last day of your trip prior to leaving the Estancia. You cannot bring your own shells It is illegal to bring ammunition into Uruguay.  

Parties: 

The ideal number in a  group is six to eight. A 25% upcharge will be levied on groups smaller than four members.  Non shooters will be 
accommodated for 60% of the day fee. Special arrangements can be made for larger parties.  

Note: customized itineraries will be happily designed upon requested. 

INCLUDED      NOT INCLUDED 

  Lodging,       Charter or Van to and from Estancia, 

  Drinks and spirits,       Permits and Hunting Licenses, 

  Meals,        Shells, 

  Dogs and Dog handlers,      Gratuities*, 

  Hunting spots,       Phone calls, laundry or any other personal expenses, 

  Transfer to and from the fields.      Upgrade to our best selection of Uruguayan wines, additional fee.   

     *Tips are due on departure and should be handed to host for distribution among the staff. 

Transfer: 

Transfer to the Ranch may be by Charter or a Van. This will be coordinated ahead according to  your preferences. If you fly by Charter 
you will have access to the VIP lounge.  

Payment Accepted: 

At the ranch you can pay with cash or cheque, for your shells , tips and other extras. 

Gun Rental: 

We have a great collection of Benelli and Webley & Scott guns. We truly recommend gun rentals .  

Recommendations: 

Long sleeved shirt, light boots, light shooting gloves, ear protection and eye protection, hat or cap, bug repellent and sunscreen lotion 
Best colors are greens or browns. 

In case you bring your guns, bring at least two.  


